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Abstract
One of the few rules in ecology is that communities are composed of many rare and few common
species. Trait-based investigations of abundance distributions have generally focused on speciesmean trait values with mixed success. Here, using large tropical tree seedling datasets in China
and Puerto Rico, we take an alternative approach that considers the magnitude of intraspecific
variation in traits and growth as it relates to species abundance. We find that common species are
less variable in their traits and growth. Common species also occupy core positions within community trait space indicating that they are finely tuned for the available conditions. Rare species
are functionally peripheral and are likely transients struggling for success in the given environment. The work highlights the importance of considering intraspecific variation in trait-based ecology and demonstrates asymmetry in the magnitude of intraspecific variation among species is
critical for understanding of how traits are related to abundance.
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Ecology is a discipline with few universal laws or consistent
emergent patterns (Lawton 1999). Among these are the presence of few common and many rare species in communities
(e.g. Preston 1948; MacArthur 1957). The relative consistency
in this pattern across systems suggests shared foundational
principles that determine community structure and dynamics
(McGill et al. 2007; Morlon et al. 2009). Uncovering the
mechanisms underlying patterns of species abundance distributions (SADs) therefore represents one of the grand challenges motivating a great deal of research in ecology (Brown
1995; Hubbell 2001).
An outstanding challenge for those studying SADs is that
most hypotheses predict a ‘hollow curve’ shape, where most
species are rare and few are dominant (McGill et al. 2007).
Recent work has approached this problem by employing
Maximum Entropy (MaxEnt) principles where multiple
emergent ecological patterns (e.g. SADs, species area curves)
can simultaneously be predicted using only a few constraints (e.g. Harte et al. 2008). For example, the shape of
the SAD can be predicted with a high degree of accuracy
(> 70% variation explained) by knowing the total number
of individuals and species (White et al. 2012; Locey &
White 2013). While this work impressively predicts the
shape of the SAD, it is still unknown what factors control
the commonness and rarity of individual species within the
SAD. In other words, ecologists are still challenged by the
question of: what causes a particular species to be common
or rare?

The consideration of organismal function is likely key for
understanding why some species are common while others are
rare (McGill et al. 2006). Indeed, classic models of the SAD
consider not just its shape, but also how it should be related
to niche or resource axes (e.g. MacArthur 1957; Sugihara
1980). Given that functional traits are expected to be linked
to resource use strategies and performance (e.g. Westoby et al.
2002), traits should be related to abundance (McGill et al.
2006). However, recent meta-analyses have shown that species
traits are typically not correlated with relative abundances in
communities indicating that linking traits and abundance is
not a simple task (Murray et al. 2002). Additional investigations that rely on MaxEnt type approaches that include trait
information (e.g. Shipley 2006; Shipley et al. 2006; Laughlin
et al. 2012) have been used to predict the relative abundances.
Although, some of this work has been criticised (Shipley et al.
2006) when the number of constraints imposed is high relative
to the number of predicted values (Haegeman & Loreau
2008). In sum, community ecologists and macroecologists are
still struggling to clearly link functional traits with abundance
and ultimately performance.
A major outstanding question in trait-based community
ecology is the relative importance of intraspecific variation
and how incorporating such information may help us understand community structure and dynamics (e.g. Bolnick et al.
2011). For example, recent work has taken up this challenge
by quantifying whether our perception of trait dispersion
changes if we consider individual-level trait values (Paine
et al. 2011) or by testing whether models that consider
intraspecific trait distributions provide stronger predictions of
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relative abundance compared to MaxEnt models utilising species level mean trait values (Laughlin et al. 2012). However,
we have very few studies in the rapidly growing functional
trait literature that examine how intraspecific variation itself is
related to the abundance of a species. This is, perhaps, surprising given that trait variation among individuals within a
population can alter interactions with other species and
should therefore be key for understanding community dynamics (Van Valen 1965; Roughgarden 1972; Bolnick et al. 2003,
2011).
There are two main predictions for how trait variation
within a species could be related to its abundance. First, in a
highly heterogeneous environment, common species may be
expected to be generalists with broad tolerances. Such species
should be more variable or flexible in their traits allowing
them to perform well under a variety of abiotic and biotic
conditions, whereas rare species may be more phenotypically
constrained or specialized on a spatially or temporally rare
resource thereby limiting their ability colonize and perform
well (Gaston et al. 1997). Conversely, in a less heterogeneous
environment, we would expect common species to have a
superior phenotype across sites that should therefore be under
stabilising selection, whereas rare species may have phenotypes ill-suited to most of the available habitats and may be
more variable in their struggle to adjust to the available sites
(Brown 1984). In both of the above cases, we may expect
common species to have lower variation in their performance
(e.g. growth) compared to rare species that may fail or succeed depending upon their ability to adjust to local conditions
or disperse to a favourable site.
Importantly, the above two predictions can be unified into
a general framework relating intraspecific trait variation and
abundance across scales. We expect the link between
intraspecific variation and abundance to critically rely upon
the environmental heterogeneity of the system and therefore
spatial scale. Specifically, on local scales where environmental
heterogeneity is reduced, common species will be those with
phenotypes that best fit the environment and individuals
within those species with large deviations from the optimal
phenotype will disadvantaged thereby reducing phenotypic
variation in common species. However, on larger spatial scales
where there is more environmental heterogeneity, common
species in the system will most likely be those species that can
colonize and increase their population sizes in a variety of different environments where the optimum phenotype will differ
thereby increasing phenotypic variation in common species.
Thus, we expect the link between intraspecific variation and
abundance to be intimately tied to the degree of environmental heterogeneity and therefore changing from negative relationship locally to a positive relationship regionally, but these
predictions remain largely untested on any spatial scale in the
functional trait literature.
Perhaps nowhere are patterns of relative abundance more
striking and fascinating than in diverse communities
(Dobzhansky 1950; Lynch & Neufeld 2015). For example,
upwards of 50% of the species in tropical tree communities
may be considered ‘rare’ (e.g. Hubbell & Foster 1986). Locally
rare tropical tree species may simply be explained by ecological equivalence and probabilistic birth-death given the relative
© 2015 John Wiley & Sons Ltd/CNRS
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abundance distribution in a meta-community (Hubbell 2001).
However, rare species may be functionally divergent and simply ill-suited to most of the available habitats and/or more
susceptible to pests and pathogens or specialized on rare habitats. Ill-suited rare species may be expected to be more variable in their phenotypes, whereas specialized rare species may
be less variable. Despite the large interest in the relative abundances of tropical trees we have no clear tests of these fundamental predictions.
In diverse tropical tree communities, the seedling stage is
critical for determining the relative abundance and species
composition of the entire forest. Specifically, the transition
from seedling to sapling represents a major demographic
bottleneck that severely reduces population sizes differentially across species thereby greatly influencing the structure
of tree communities in later ontogenetic stages (Green et al.
2014). This demographic bottleneck makes the study of
seedling dynamics essential for our understanding of the
processes that determine the relative abundance distributions and species composition of diverse tropical tree assemblages.
Here, we tested the above predictions by quantifying the
relationship between species relative abundance and the variance in growth rates and traits, by using data from 1974
seedling individuals of 142 species in a tropical rain forest in
China and 1771 seedling individuals of 53 species in a tropical rain forest in Puerto Rico. These seedlings were monitored during 1 year for growth in 218 and 200 plots,
respectively, and then harvested for trait measurements.
Using this data we specifically asked: (1) What is the relationship between intraspecific trait variation and relative abundance? (2) What is the relationship between intraspecific
growth rate variation and relative abundance? (3) Do common species have higher growth rates compared to rare species? and (4) Are rare species occupying extreme positions of
the community trait distribution, while dominant species
occupy a core position?

METHODS

Study sites

This study was conducted in two tropical rain forests. The
first study site was located in Xishuangbanna, Yunnan, China
(101°340 E, 21°360 N). This region is characterized by monsoon climate with a strongly seasonal variation between dry
(November–April) and wet season (May–October). The
annual mean temperature is 21.8 °C and mean annual rainfall
is 1493 mm (Cao et al. 2008). The second study site is located
in the El Yunque National Forest, in Puerto Rico (65°470 W,
18°190 N). El Yunque also has a seasonal climate with heaviest rains falling during the Atlantic Ocean hurricane season
(June–December) with a mean annual rainfall of 3548 mm
and an average temperature of 23 °C.
Seedling plots

In Xishuangbanna, we established 218 1 9 1 m seedling plots
arrayed in a regular grid to monitor seedling dynamics during
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12 months (2013–2014). The sampling grid was located in an
area forest that is relatively homogeneous with respect to elevation and light levels as compared to the heterogeneity found
in the entire forest. All free-standing seedlings smaller than
50 cm in height were tagged, identified and measured. Not all
species could be identified to the species level, 5% were determined to the genus level and were ultimately recorded as
clearly distinguishable morphospecies. The seedlings were
monitored every 2 months to assess growth and survival. New
recruits were also tagged, measured, identified and incorporated into the census. Relative growth rates (RGR) were calculated for each seedling using basal diameter and height
measurements.
In El Yunque, Puerto Rico, we established 200 1 9 1 m
plots that were also arrayed in a regular grid and seedling
dynamics were monitored for the same year as in China. The
seedling measurements followed the same procedure as the
one described for China and 3% of the species were determined to the morphospecies level. Because part of this study
sought to investigate intraspecific variation in traits and
growth, we only used those individuals that were present from
the first to the last census.
Trait measurement and abundance

Recent work has highlighted the importance of trait variation
across ontogenetic stages and its influence on inferences
regarding community assembly (e.g. Spasojevic et al. 2014). In
this study, all trait data were measured from the individuals
in our seedling plots and all of the abundance values in our
analyses represent the seedling abundance of the species in
our seedling plots. Thus, trait and abundance data from other
ontogenetic stages or outside of our seedling plots was not
used in this study.
After 1 year of monitoring, all surviving individual seedlings were extracted from the soil and collected permitting
the quantification of leaf functional traits as well as plant
allocation traits for each individual. For each individual we
measured the fresh leaf area (LA in cm2) of 1–3 fully
expanded leaves. These leaves were then weighed and leaf
thickness was measured using the middle section of leaf
lamina avoiding primary and secondary veins. Roots were
cleaned and separated from the main stem and the length
of the main stem was measured (cm). All the leaves and
leaflets, stems and roots were then dried in an oven for
72 h at 70 °C and measured for dry mass (g). Specific leaf
area (SLA) was calculated as: SLA = LA/dry mass. Leaf
mass fraction (LMF) was calculated as: LMF = leaf dry
mass/total plant dry mass. Stem mass fraction (SMF) as:
SMF = stem dry mass/total plant dry mass. Root mass fraction (RMF) as: RMF = root dry mass/total plant dry mass.
Leaf area ratio (LAR) was calculated as: LAR = leaf area/
total plant dry mass. Stem specific length (SSL) was calculated as: SSL = stem length/stem dry mass (Poorter et al.
2012). LMF, SMF, RMF, SSL and LAR are traits that
provide information about the allocation strategies of
plants, while SLA, leaf thickness and LA are considered
non-integrative traits specific to resource acquisition by
leaves.
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Growth rate

The relative growth rate of seedlings was calculated as the
change in log-transformed basal diameter and total height
from the first to last census. All seedlings were marked on
their stem at the initial point of measurement and subsequent
measurements were made at the same location. The total
height of each seedling was measured from the mark to the
most distant part of the main stem. The RGR was estimated
in cm per year and all negative values were discarded.
Data analyses

Because of the substantial variation in sample size (i.e. abundance) between species in our study, we utilized rarefaction to
generate comparable estimates of variation in traits and RGR
across species. Specifically, for those species with four or more
individuals, we randomly sampled without replacement four
individuals and calculated the variation in the trait and RGR
values for those individuals. This procedure was repeated 999
times to generate 95% confidence intervals and a mean variance value. All trait data were transformed for normality and
scaled prior to analyses. For the trait variation analyses we
considered all traits individually, but because many of our
traits may co-vary we also performed a principal components
analysis (PCA) to mitigate trait redundancy using all individuals across species at a single site (i.e. China or Puerto Rico).
A PCA was used over other ordination techniques as we utilize continuous trait data and we were interested in the Euclidean distance separating individuals in multivariate space.
The first three resulting PC axes explained 70.7 and 72.9% of
the total trait variation in China and Puerto Rico, respectively
(Table S1). The position of individuals along these three axes
was also used in the rarefaction analyses. For each species,
the estimated mean variance for each trait, each PC axis and
both RGR, was then correlated with the log-transformed total
abundances of the species in the study site using a Pearson’s
correlation coefficient.
Next, we were asked whether mean RGR using the height
and basal diameter data was significantly related to abundance. This calculation included all species in the study even
if they had fewer than four individuals. A Pearson’s correlation coefficient was then calculated to relate the mean RGR
values to the log-transformed total abundances of the species
in the study site.
In order to evaluate the relative position of species along
the total breadth of functional trait space, we performed analyses with the individual trait data positions of individuals on
the PC axes. Specifically, we wanted to address whether rare
species occupy peripheral positions along single trait axis
while common species occupy core positions. To do this, we
subtracted the mean trait value for the entire community from
the median trait value computed for each species. Thus, the
displacement of a species from the overall community trait
distribution was calculated. We also quantified the deviation
of the median trait value of species from the median community trait value and found similar results and therefore only
provide the deviation of the median trait value for a species
from the mean of the community distribution. Smaller devia© 2015 John Wiley & Sons Ltd/CNRS
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tion values indicate that a species is close to the mean trait
value of the community, whereas a large value indicates a species occupies an extreme position in the community-wide trait
distribution. To evaluate if there was a significant correlation
between the relative position of a species in functional trait
space and its abundance, we calculated Pearson’s correlation
coefficients between the absolute values of the deviations
against the log-transformed abundance. Negative coefficient
correlation values indicated that abundant species had mean
trait values closer to the median of the community, while rare
species tended to have mean trait values more distant from
the median of the community.
RESULTS

In total 1974 seedling individuals from 142 species were harvested and measured for traits in China and a total of 1771
from 53 species in Puerto Rico. For the aspect of the study
focusing on intraspecific variation, we used only species with
four or more individuals. Thus, for the intraspecific variation
results described below, we analysed 1614 individuals from 62
species in China and 617 seedlings from 28 species in Puerto
Rico.
This study quantified intraspecific variation in traits and
RGR for seedling communities and related this variation to
relative abundance. The results from China and Puerto Rico
were generally consistent. Specifically, we found a negative
correlation between intraspecific variation in traits and relative abundance, indicating that common species tend to exhibit lower variance in traits when compared to relatively rare
species (Table 1, Figs S1 and S2). However, intraspecific variation in some individual traits was not related to abundance.
For example, in China we found that leaf thickness, RMF
and specific stem length (SSL) were not significantly correlated with species abundance and in Puerto Rico leaf area
(LA) and leaf thickness were not significantly related to abundance, while LAR and SLA had marginal P-values (Table 1,
Figs S3 and S4). The correlation between species relative
abundance and intraspecific variation in RGR was only significant for growth based on height measurements in the seedlings from China and growth based in basal diameter for
seedlings from Puerto Rico (Table 2, Figs S5 and S6). Thus,
the results provide mixed support for common species having
lower variation in RGR.
Mean RGR was variable among species and not consistently related to relative abundance, where some common species had higher mean RGR while other exhibited lower RGR
than expected by chance. Similar patterns were found irrespective of whether we measured RGR using basal diameter
or total height data for China and Puerto Rico (Table 3, Figs
S7 and S8).
Next, we quantified the relative position of rare and common species within the entire range of trait values for the
entire community. For seedlings in China, we found that for
LAR, SSL, LMF, SMF and RMF, common species tended to
occupy core positions within the functional trait space for the
total community (Fig. 1, Figs S9–S12), while rare species
tended to occupy extreme positions. In other words, for most
traits, rare species occupied the periphery of community trait
© 2015 John Wiley & Sons Ltd/CNRS
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Table 1 Pearson’s correlations between species relative abundance and
variance in individual traits and PC axes

Variable

Site

r

P-value

d.f.

t

PCA1
PCA2
PCA3
Leaf area
Specific leaf area
Leaf area ratio
Leaf mass fraction
Stem mass fraction
Root mass fraction
Leaf thickness
Specific stem length
PCA1

XTBG, China
XTBG, China
XTBG, China
XTBG, China
XTBG, China
XTBG, China
XTBG, China
XTBG, China
XTBG, China
XTBG, China
XTBG, China
El Yunque,
Puerto Rico
El Yunque,
Puerto Rico
El Yunque,
Puerto Rico
El Yunque,
Puerto Rico
El Yunque,
Puerto Rico
El Yunque,
Puerto Rico
El Yunque,
Puerto Rico
El Yunque,
Puerto Rico
El Yunque,
Puerto Rico
El Yunque,
Puerto Rico
El Yunque,
Puerto Rico

0.25
0.32
0.29
0.31
0.28
0.25
0.31
0.29
0.18
0.14
0.19
0.43

0.04 *
0.008**
0.02*
0.01**
0.03*
0.04*
0.01**
0.02*
0.15
0.25
0.13
0.02*

60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
26

1.9
2.66
2.34
2.57
2.19
2.01
2.54
2.41
1.42
1.15
1.51
1.85

0.41

0.04*

26

2.15

0.46

0.01**

26

2.55

0.33

0.1

26

1.7

0.36

0.05

26

1.86

0.37

0.05

26

1.95

0.46

0.01**

26

2.54

0.53

0.006**

26

2.99

0.45

0.02*

26

2.45

0.31

0.11

26

0.44

0.02*

26

PCA2
PCA3
Leaf area
Specific leaf area
Leaf area ratio
Leaf mass fraction
Stem mass fraction
Root mass fraction
Leaf thickness
Specific stem length

1.318
2.35

Asterisks represent the level of significance: **P ≤ 0.01; *P < 0.05.
Table 2 Pearson’s correlations between species relative abundance and
variance in relative growth rates (RGR)

Variables

Site

r

P-value

d.f.

t

Variance RGR-b
Variance RGR-h
Variance RGR-b

XTBG, China
XTBG, China
El Yunque,
Puerto Rico
El Yunque,
Puerto Rico

0.16
0.27
0.41

0.24
0.02*
0.04*

60
60
26

1.13
2.26
2.16

0.042

0.83

26

0.2

Variance RGR-h

RGR was based on measurements of basal diameter (-b) and height (-h).
Asterisk represent the level of significance: *P < 0.05.

space. For LA, SLA and leaf thickness, the results did not
show a consistent pattern since dominant species were found
across the total trait range, as were rare species (Figs S13–
S15). In Puerto Rico, we found that LAR was the only trait
that showed common species occupying central position
within the community (Fig. 2, Figs S16–S22).
DISCUSSION

A major goal in ecology is to uncover the main forces that
generate emergent patterns across ecosystems. The hollow
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Table 3 Pearson’s correlations between species relative abundance and
mean relative growth rates (RGR)

Variable

Site

r

P-value

d.f.

t

Mean
Mean
Mean
Mean

XTBG, China
XTBG, China
El Yunque, Puerto Rico
El Yunque, Puerto Rico

0.18
0.11
0.14
0.38

0.16
0.39
0.47
0.06

60
60
26
26

1.42
0.85
0.72
2

RGR-b
RGR-h
RGR-b
RGR-h

r = –0.29, P−value = 0.04

RGR was based on measurements of basal diameter (-b) and height (-h).

r = –0.18, P−value = 0.02
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0

Leaf Area Ratio
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Figure 1 The relative position of species in the leaf area ratio (LAR)
distribution in Xishuangbanna, China. Left Panel: the x-axis represent the
difference between median LAR species trait and mean LAR for the
entire community. The y-axis arrays species from bottom to top based
upon how close they are to the mean community trait value. Each
boxplot represents the distribution of LAR by species. Right Panel:
species relative abundance. The coefficient of correlation and the p-value
result are provided in the upper right from the Pearson correlation
analysis between the absolute values from the differences among median
of the species and mean of the community against the log-transformed
abundance of the species.

curve of SADs in communities, where most species are rare
and relatively few are dominant, is one such emergent pattern.
Despite the progress made in predicting this pattern based on

1

20

100

300

500

Abundance

Figure 2 The relative position of species in the leaf area ratio (LAR)
distribution in El Yunque, Puerto Rico. Left Panel: the x-axis represent
the difference between median LAR species trait and mean LAR for the
entire community. The y-axis arrays species from bottom to top based
upon how close they are to the mean community trait value. Each
boxplot represents the distribution of LAR by species. Right Panel:
species relative abundance. The coefficient of correlation and the P-value
result are provided in the upper right from the Pearson correlation
analysis between the absolute values from the differences among median
of the species and mean of the community against the log-transformed
abundance of the species.

a few parameters (Hubbell 2001; Harte et al. 2008), determining the mechanisms that cause particular species to be common or rare in a given SAD is a major open avenue of
research. Our results advance research on SADs by moving
beyond determining the shape of the curve and providing a
framework for understanding what species make up the rare
and common species within any given curve by including
information regarding intraspecific variation in organismal
© 2015 John Wiley & Sons Ltd/CNRS
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traits and performance. Here, we have provided the results
from tropical tree seedlings demonstrating that variance in
traits and RGR are often negatively related to species abundance. Additional analyses indicate that common species are
not necessarily faster growing and in many cases, particularly
in one study site, rare species tend to occupy the periphery of
trait space. In the following we discuss these results in greater
detail.
Abundance and intraspecific variation

The low intraspecific trait variation found for common species
(Table 1), indicates a convergent strategy that emphasizes a
core physiological association with the habitat allowing high
efficiency in exploiting available resources (Grime 2006). We
posit that common species have traits optimized for resource
use in the given environment and deviations from these optimal values have negative consequences thereby reducing
intraspecific variation. Trait convergence has been discussed
in previous trait-based community ecology studies, but generally on the interspecific scale (Weiher et al. 1998; Swenson &
Enquist 2009). Here, we show that trait convergence is also
evident at intraspecific level for common species. Contrary
with the pattern found for common species, rare species
tended to exhibit higher trait variation (Table 1).
When these results are considered in their ecological context, where both sites are located in tropical forests with little
topographic complexity, we infer that common species, that
have low variation around optimal trait values, are able to
easily dominate; whereas, high intraspecific trait variation for
rare species may be indicative of their struggle to adjust to the
given environment. However, on larger spatial scales with larger environmental heterogeneity or in other local scale sites
exhibiting more environmental heterogeneity we might expect
the opposite result. For example, high intraspecific trait variation is expected to facilitate the colonisation of new or suboptimal habitats across a region (Gonz
ales-Su
arez et al.
2015). Indeed, some studies have reported that invasive species vary greatly in shoot-root ratios in order to maximize
water uptake under variable levels of drought (Brock & Galen
2005). Thus, future research investigating whether regionally
common species have higher intraspecific trait variation to
ensure success across multiple habitats and whether species
have similar levels of intraspecific variation across their range
are needed. Furthermore, our predicted relationships between
intraspecific variation and abundance across scales should not
only apply to tropical tree assemblages, but to other ecosystems and taxa. Therefore, future work is also needed to test
whether our predictions are supported more generally.
When considering individual traits, we found that most
traits followed the same pattern observed with the multivariate trait analyses. However, intraspecific variation in leaf
thickness from seedlings in Puerto Rico and China was not
related to abundance. This result is not totally surprising
given that previous studies have shown that leaf thickness is
highly variable across all species (Onoda et al. 2011). In addition to leaf thickness, SSL and RMF did not show the
expected pattern for seedlings in China nor did leaf area (LA)
for seedlings in Puerto Rico. These results may arise from the
© 2015 John Wiley & Sons Ltd/CNRS
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fact that species may not be able to be equally variable across
all trait axes and that variation, particularly as it relates to
relative allocation to leaves, is likely more important.
Although variation may be beneficial, it is not necessarily
linked to increased growth, establishment success or persistence (Robinson et al. 2013). Our results show that rare species tend to have higher intraspecific variation in RGR
compared to common species (Table 2). In sum, common species are less variable in traits and RGR when compared to
rare species. The observed differences in the magnitude of
intraspecific variation in traits and RGR between common
and rare species suggests not only differences in their ecological requirements, but also likely their permanence of these
species in the community (Hanski 1982; Magurran & Henderson 2003). Species that are better adjusted to the present conditions are expected to have superior permanence. Species
that are more variable in their traits and performance could
arrive occasionally to the community, disappear, and re-colonize later thereby being effectively transient species with sink
populations ill-suited to the presently available habitats.
Although our results do not demonstrate the transient nature
of rare species due to a lack of multi-year census data, it
emerges as one potential explanation of the high variability in
traits (Magurran & Henderson 2003). Common species, on
the other hand, would represent core components of the community strongly associated with environmental conditions that
will allow them persist for long periods and attain large population sizes.
Abundance and relative growth rates

The RGR of species may be positively related to abundance
given that faster growing species may achieve maturity more
rapidly. However, we found no support for this expectation
(Table 3). These results are not necessarily surprising given
that fast growing species also have higher mortality rates (e.g.
Wright et al. 2010) thereby regulating the number of individuals that achieve reproductive maturity. For example, species
from the genera Cecropia (Urticaceae) and Macaranga
(Euphorbiaceae) are broadly known as pioneer fast growing
species in the Neo- and Paleo-tropics, respectively; however,
they exhibit high mortality rates as well (e.g. Condit et al.
2006; Wright et al. 2010) and are not dominant species in relatively undisturbed forests. Furthermore, a recent study that
measured the correlation between abundance and growth rates
in eastern North American trees found that where trees are
most abundant they are rarely growing well (McGill 2012).
Do rare species occupy the periphery of trait space?

The final goal of the present work was to quantify whether
rare species tended to occupy the periphery of community
trait space. Our individual trait-based analyses results show
that, for most traits (i.e., LAR, SSL, LMF, SSL, SMF and
RMF) for seedlings growing in China, abundant species tend
to exhibit median trait values closer to the mean trait values
for the entire community. This indicates that common species
tended occupy core positions within the entire community
trait distribution, while less abundant species tended to
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occupy marginal positions in the community trait distribution.
Similar results have been reported in a previous study arguing
that rare species disproportionately contribute to ecosystem
function (Mouillot et al. 2013). Our findings, however, highlight that while rare species do often occupy the periphery of
community trait distributions, they are also highly variable in
their trait values.
Although, in general, trait values from abundant species in
China were close to the median values for the entire community, leaf thickness, LA and SLA were exceptions. One explanation for these results may be allocation traits such as LMF
or SMF are more likely to be adjusted in order to fit the environment while organ level traits like leaf thickness, LA and
SLA are less well-understood without contextual information
regarding whole plant allocation (Marks 2007). In particular,
traits linked to light availability appear to be important for
the ontogenetic stage analysed in this study. For example,
LAR reflects how much leaf area is present for unit of plant
mass; LMF corresponds to the fraction that the plant allocated to leaves relative to roots and stem, these traits are all
related to photosynthetic and respiration rates and therefore
are expected to be related to growth (Poorter et al. 2012).
Therefore, these results suggest that gas exchange rates are
likely of key importance during the early ontogenetic stages
studied as seedlings are actively adjusting their allocational
strategies to exploit available light resources.
Our results from Puerto Rico were not totally consistent
with our findings from China. Specifically, rare species were
only peripheral with respect to LARs. Although these results
contrast somewhat with our China results, we argue that the
Puerto Rico findings are mainly the result of past disturbance
in the forest. Puerto Rico has been severely affected by two
hurricanes (Thompson et al. 2002) and has long history of
human disturbance that altered the species and functional
composition of the plant community (Swenson et al. 2012)
such that species that are typically rare in older growth forests
are now more common due to a still recovering canopy.
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Thus, we recognize that although the traits considered in this
study represent the main axis for resource acquisition, there
are additional traits that might reflect other important axes of
plant function.
CONCLUSIONS

Given the generality of SADs, ecologists have frequently
focused their research on the shape of SADs and where species fall in the SAD. In this regard, trait-based analyses of
abundance distributions have had mixed success. Such work
typically focuses on correlating species mean trait values with
abundance. Here, we have taken an alternative approach that
considers how intraspecific variation in traits and growth
rates are linked to abundance in order to provide novel
insights into the mechanisms underlying patterns of commonness and rarity in tropical tree communities. We show that
the degree of intraspecific variation in traits and growth is
itself variable across species and negatively related to abundance. Common species tend to occupy core positions within
the total range of traits relevant for acquiring limiting
resources and the variance in these traits is usually less than
that found in rarer species. Given these results we propose
that common species are well-suited for the available environmental conditions where deviations from their optimal trait
values are detrimental whereas rare species are likely to be
transient species ill-suited to available conditions and exhibiting high phenotypic variation in their struggle for success.
Despite these insights, future studies will be needed to determine whether rare species are actually transient and inherently more phenotypically plastic or have greater genetic
diversity, whether common species are phenotypically divergent on very local scales as may be an expected result from
competition and whether low trait and growth variation in
locally common species is potentially linked to the hyperdominance of a few species in a large and relatively homogeneous
environments in regions like the Amazon Basin (Ter Steege
et al. 2013; Fauset et al. 2015).

Caveats

Although our results are generally consistent for both of the
sites evaluated, it remains to be seen if they are totally applicable to other sites. We expect that additional local scale
studies in similarly homogeneous environments will find that
common species exhibit less intraspecific trait variation.
However, we expect that future studies conducted on larger
spatial scales or on local scales with more environmental
heterogeneity should generally find the opposite result where
common species must be variable enough to persist in a
large variety of habitats and rare species will be specialized
on a spatially or temporally rare habitat. In sum, the future
development of a framework relating traits to abundance
will require information regarding individual-level trait measurements and measures of environmental heterogeneity
across scales.
A second caveat to our study is that the traits considered
do not represent the entire spectrum of strategies for tree
seedlings (Swenson 2013). Traits related to defense likely also
have an important role in structuring seedling communities.
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